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From The Chair

Steve Chilton
SoC Chair

W

e are in a period of change, both in
the world and in the Society, which
is at a cross-roads. The following
was my report on the AGM motion that was
previously relayed to all members shortly after
the event:
The motion at the SoC AGM on Wednesday 5th
September, was passed by a majority vote (48
for, 0 against, 4 abstentions).
This means that the SoC will continue to operate
for this year, and will be dissolved at the end
of 2019.
The committee will continue working on your
behalf, and will put a plan in place to achieve as
smooth a change as possible. This will include
keeping up our commitments for one year,
such as producing this year’s and next year’s
Bulletins, running carto-soc and holding one
more SoC conference event (with its AGM). Your
subs will cover you for this coming year but will
not need renewing after that.
It is with a very heavy heart that I write this,
after 50+ years of a wonderful organisation that
really supported me in my early career, and I
hope has been a fruitful networking place for
you all. I really hope that members will still be
involved and will carry the practical, friendly
and supportive ethos of the SoC onwards
within the new organisation.

Meanwhile life within, and without, the Society
goes on. It is my intention, shared by your
committee, to offer the best service as possible
to members during this period of change. To
this end several of us have been working on
this Newsletter, and I am currently well into
the editing of the next SoC Bulletin, which I
hope to have out by Christmas, thus catching
up on our production schedule.
We are also involved in discussions with
the BCS with regard to having a review of
this year’s ‘Mapping Festival’, on next year’s
conference plans and to aspects of the coming
together of the two organisations. In this latter
area I am instigating meetings, along with the
BCS President, to get the two membership
secretaries, webmasters and Bulletin/Journal
editors to start talking to each other about their
respective areas as we go forwards.
This Newsletter has reports on the events
of the UK Mapping Festival, plus items of
news and cartographic interest. Thanks to
all contributors, and of course to all your
committee for their work over the past year.
The upcoming Bulletin has some excellent
articles, by Bill Cartwright (on Emotion
Mapping), Ben Hennig (on an important
very early electoral cartogram), and Peter
Vujakovic, plus an extensive reviews section.
Steve Chilton
Email: chair@soc.org.uk
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SoC-BCS Conference 2018
Reports

T

he 2018 conference took place at
ILEC Centre in London on the 5th of
September.

Talks Session 1:
Mapping History

The First World War and
Cartography: 100 years on
John Peaty

T

he conference opened with John
Peaty introducing the developments
in mapping instigated by the First
World War. Whilst existing medium scale
maps sufficed in the early, mobile days of
the war, once the conflict bogged down in

A London Bus and an Armoured Vehicle

Jointly opening the conference with Richard
Carpenter (BCS President)
The Delegates in the exhibition room

I

LEC offered a large exhibition space of
interesting displays including all the award
entries for both SoC and BCS. There were
great breakout spaces too for catching up with
old colleagues.

trench warfare there was a demand for larger
scale maps. Accurate height measurements
were of particular importance – and when
constructing defence works could literally be
a matter of life and death. This necessitated
much new survey work, and inspired new
techniques such as photogrammetry. Even
when available the use of existing local
mapping was not straightforward – the metric
units used required British artillery forces,
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whose equipment was calibrated using imperial
measurements, to use conversion tables. As the
war progressed new techniques were developed
to assess enemy troop deployments. William
Bragg developed the technique of Sound
Ranging - assessing location using time and
speed of sound – which, together with the
technique of Flash Spotting, was invaluable
in identifying the location of artillery batteries.

Mapping Israel From
Biblical Times to the
Present Day
Steven Feldman
Steven Feldman then took us back in time
for a journey through mapping in the region
of Israel. The majority of early Hebrew maps
were diagrammatic, and appear to have been

Capturing a Cold War
Capital: The Secret Soviet
Mapping of London
John Davies & Alex Kent
Alex Kent and John Davies then took us
through an expose of the overseas mapping
carried out by the Soviet Union, starting
largely in the 1960s and running through
to the 1980s, taking London as an example.
Scales ranged from 1:1m down to 1:10000, and
the content suggests that far from relying on
an adaptation of existing Ordnance Survey
mapping, much information was gleaned from
other sources. For example, features such as
bridge heights, water depths and deep water
moorings are shown for the Thames, none of
which appear on OS maps. At larger scales
there is also a classification of building uses,
such as government and administration,
military and industrial. City maps also
included an accompanying booklet identifying
and describing key buildings. Accuracy
however sometimes suffered in translation –
building number 263, Her Majesty’s Theatre,
was described as the home of the Queen and
Prime Minister! The name of the cartographer
responsible for putting together each map is
recorded in the marginalia, and from this it has
been deduced that than 50% of the workforce
compiling this information were female.
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Steven Feldman begins...
constructed from information in the Torah
and associated commentaries. Many of the
spatially more accurate maps were based upon
the calculations of Ptolemy, and exhibited
a variety of orientations. The Napoleonic
campaigns in the region during the early
19th Century instigated new mapping of the
area, a good example being that produced by
Pierre Jacotin in 1815/16. One hundred years
later there followed the controversial SykesPicot map of 1916 in which Britain and France
divided up the region between themselves, and
in 1947 the partition map delineating modern
Israel and Palestine.
by Tim Absalom
University of Plymouth

Workshop 1:
Special Effects and
Animation

R

Richard Treves

ichard Treves first led us through
the different types of map animation
and showed us some examples. These
included things we use every day, like the live
traffic option in Google Maps and the BBC
weather forecast. Then there was a rather
beautiful animation showing the top ten
most live-able cities in the world, where the
gradual expansion of the cities was animated to
resemble growing corals. Richard then went on
to discuss the different types of animation – I
liked the idea of his ‘Muppet Time Animation’
(simply a moving line)!
Richard stressed that when planning an
animation it is important to think about
whether you are primarily concentrating
on the substance of the information you are
conveying, or whether an attention-grabbing
image is of greater importance.
Kiron Chakraborty took over to give us some
tips from his perspective as a Motion Designer.
He first showed us some YouTube videos as
examples of how to tell a story with a map,
explaining the different stages of the process.
Kiron went through the different software
options he recommends for animation. Adobe
Illustrator and Photoshop are ideal to begin
the process. Images from these can then be
used in commercial software like After Effects,
Cinema 4D, Premiere and Live (or open source
alternatives like Blender or Natron). Kiron
explained that After Effects has many useful
plugins – such as GEOlayers for downloadable
map tiles and data. DemEarth is an add-on
for Cinema 4D and could be used to make a
terrain model.

He then went through how to use After Effects
to animate a map in some detail: guiding us
through how to animate an asset from Adobe
Illustrator or to fly around a map. Kiron has
some useful tutorials on his web site for anyone
who might need some help with their map
animations.
by Erica Milwain, Freelance Cartographer

Colouring In

Talks Session 2:
Engagement Using

Web Maps for Better
Community Engagement
Olivia Powell & Layla Lee

O

livia Powell and Layla Lee introduced
the work that Avon and Somerset Police
Force are doing to improve access to
neighbourhood information. Information
held on neighbourhood characteristics used
to inform decision making has until recently
been held in lever arch files. Olivia and her
team have successfully transferred, updated
and added to this resource by constructing
a map based web interface. It is now much
easier for Officers to access the information,
to keep it up-to-date and to add new sources
of information as they become available which
should make decision making processes more
efficient and more effective.
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A Personal Journey:
openstreetmapping
Steve Chilton
Steve Chilton outlined for us the development
of OpenStreetMap (OSM) from its inception
by Steve Coast in 2004 until the present day.
Relying as it does on voluntary contributors
for much of its information, it has taken a
few years to gain momentum, but it is now
recognised as a significant spatial resource.
Also, given the ease with which the data can
be uploaded and the instant nature of those
updates, Steve acknowledged that erroneous
or malicious contributions are always going
to be a possibility, but that the OSM mapping
community had so far been effective at
minimising this issue. Steve has played a
significant role in the growth of the resource,
both as contributor and interface developer,
and it was insightful to hear his perspectives
on its development journey.

concept first proposed by Daniel Raven-Ellison
back in 2013, it is an attempt to identify green
space in the UK’s capital and to categorise uses
such as parkland, common land, woodland,
gardens and water bodies. The research
suggests that 49.5% of London can be classified
as either green space or water body, and that
due to the diverse nature of these spaces
that it perhaps exhibits more biodiversity
than some of our more conventional rural
National Parks. Initially created as a centrefold
newspaper spread, it generated such interest
that a combination of crowdfunding and
sponsorship was sufficient to design and print
25,000 copies of a conventional sheet map. One
if its aims was to engage London’s population
with these green spaces, and it includes
suggestions for outdoor activities including
walking routes, water sports venues and BBQfriendly locations.
by Tim Absalom
University of Plymouth

Workshop 2:
Mapping in The
Cloud
Michael P. Peterson

M
OSM Nodes mapped by Steve

Mapping the London
National Park
Charlie Peel
Charlie Peel introduced the London National
Park City Map, a first of its kind. Based on a
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ichael’s workshop was built around
the exercises and practical files
available as a part of and alongside
his book ‘Mapping In The Cloud’. Each
even numbered chapter in the book holds
exercises and learning resources for cloudbased methods of mapmaking. These resources
area available at www.guilford.com/petersonmaterials. Michael briefly described the history
of tile-based multi-scale panable mapping
and the various Application Programmer
Interfaces (APIs) which can be used to edit or
adjust the code for the map tiles. He showed
some examples of how to edit the code and

make updates, supplementing this with tips
about potential costs or issues of use with a
variety of APIs including GoogleMaps, Leaflet,
Places and Esri.
by Jen Thornton
Royal Holloway, University of London

Talks Session 3:
Visualisation

Geo & Simulation a Tale of
Two Worlds
Christopher Budas

C

hristopher Budas has spent time
supporting simulation research.
His presentation, entitled ‘Geo and
simulation: a tale of two worlds’, focussed on
the overlap that exists between simulation and
geospatial communities, with some lessons
learned.

Geo Immersive Reality
Layla Gordon
Layla Gordon uses augmented reality to add
geospatial attribution to real world objects, to
be visualised with smart phones and glasses.
At Ordnance Survey they are also looking at
the technology to assess such tasks as map
visualisation, internal navigation and 3D
model analysis for smart city dashboards.

Mapping in the Age of Big
Data
James Cheshire
SOC President James Cheshire then gave a
fascinating presentation in which he described
the challenges and opportunities that Big
Data provides for cartographers. He showed
interesting examples of the data, software and
techniques behind maps drawn from cities

Big Data and Cartography
and the natural world – just one example
being tracking of seals in the Southern Ocean,
clarifying the picture by focussing on a small
number rather than the totals.
By Steve Chilton
SoC Chair

Workshop 3: Every
Map Tells a Story
Ben Flanagan and Adam Lee
(Esri UK)

T

his workshop was all about Story
Maps – a set of web applications by
Esri. Story Maps are applications for
presenting maps, together with text, images,
video and audio. They are hosted by Esri, in
the cloud. No coding is required, making them
an accessible resource to use in education,
community projects or by the general public.
As you might imagine, they are designed to tell
a story involving places, geography and maps.
To begin with we were introduced to Story
Maps by looking at some examples. We then
needed to make an Esri account for ourselves,
in order to ‘have-a-go’, via a tutorial on their
web site. There are various different templates
available from Esri, such as the Journal and
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Cascade options. (Open source templates
are also available via GitHub and can be
customised). Maps can be quickly created
within the Esri site and added into the story
presentation. Static or interactive maps, of
various kinds, can be created and added.

data. As a leading light in the field, Specht
has written two chapter around it in books
this year.

The remainder of the workshop was spent
working through the instructions in the online
tutorial. It is relatively simple to use, as the
tutorial provides a good deal of guidance. A
web search for Story Maps will easily locate
the tutorials for anyone interested in learning
more.
by Erica Milwain,
Freelance Cartographer

Next up was Bill Cartwright, whose presentation
showcased a new strand of his impressively
wide range of cartographic interests. We were
priviledged to interact with him, by voting
on the ‘value’ of map exemplars he showed,
in his presentation on ‘Emotion Mapping’. I
noted at the time that he was talking about
‘art, architecture, cars and furniture aesthetics
as metrics for assessing maps’. He has just
submitted a revised version of his presentation
for publication for the SoC Bulletin so I will
just share here the introduction to that paper,
which you will all be able to read shortly:
Emotional Cartography – not maps of emotions
or the emotions evoked by spaces mapped or by
mapping emotions evoked through the process
of moving through a space. But – it is what we
experience as ‘emotional uplifting’, when we
view a cartographic artefact, whereby we elevate
that artefact from a tool to communicate about
geography to a piece of art.

Talks Session 4:
Love of Maps

The Art of Data and Value
of Nothingness
Doug Specht

T

he last session of the day started with
Doug Specht on ‘The Art of Data and
Value of Nothingness’. When I saw the
papers I knew I wanted to chair this session.
As I said in my intro, anything with ‘the value
of nothingness’ in the title has got to be worth
a listen. Doug didn’t disappoint. As a lecturer
in communication (research) he had an
engaging presentation style. He also dropped
some fine phrases, such as digital positivism,
datawash and darkdata into his exposition on
data visualisation. Using interesting parallels
with art, he considered how cartography and
artwork reflect perceptions of the world. He
concluded, if I have got this right, that ‘nonpainted spaces’ in artwork are important parts
of the picture, and that understanding voids
in data helps us see power and ideology in
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Emotion Mapping
Bill Cartwright

This contribution provides the results of
an evaluation of some notable cartographic
products that were compared to other artefacts
that have generally been considered to be
exemplars of design. These exemplars can
inspire emotions and, subsequently have been
viewed as ‘art’ in the areas of architecture,
furniture, automobiles and industrial design.
Here, I propose that certain cartographic
products may, when viewed, inspire viewers
and uplift their emotions. This proposition is
tested by assessing a selection of cartographic
artefacts against the ‘key’ elements derived from
critical reviews of design exemplars (that are
considered to be ‘art’) from outside cartography.

A Love Letter to
Cartography
Ken Field
We finished with the ever-entertaining
Ken Field, who shared ‘A Love Letter to
Cartography’. It was an essentially uplifting
talk, with a few downturns on the way, on
the backstory to him writing a book on
cartography and being involved in developing
an online MOOC. There were some great
anecdotes about the challenges and what he
called ‘the often brutal reality of negotiating a
path to get the jobs done’. I particularly enjoyed
hearing about intransigent publishers who just
wouldn’t agree copyright for a map of theirs
to be published in the book, and the hints at
exorbitant copyright fee requests from others.
Having been one of a small number of critical
friends in the reviewing process of the book
I knew some of the issues, but having them
explained and illustrated gave further insight
for us all in the dedication, and original
thinking, that went into the development
of ‘Cartography.’, which I described when
assessing it as a game-changer. Do get
yourself a copy, it is a fine distillation of Ken’s
understanding of the intricacies of the map
making process. In the presentation we got
the bonus of some detail of the setting up of
the MOOC, which Ken masterminded with
the help of colleagues at Esri.
By Steve Chilton
SoC Chair

For further information on the event visit
the official UK Mapping Festival Website at
https://tinyurl.com/UKMF2018
or on twitter @UKMF18 #ukmf18

Newsletter
Contributions
Welcome to the November issue of the SoC
Newsletter.
The Newsletter is published twice a year and
designed for digital distribution via the Society’s
website. Hard copy versions of the Newsletter
are available on request.
Contributions to the Newsletter are welcomed
from all our readers. Please email all copy and
photographs to:

newsletter@soc.org.uk
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UK Mapping
Festival Dinner

T

o be frank this was a disappointment.
As the conference wasn’t the usual
residential affair the ‘captive audience
effect’ didn’t come into play, whereby attendees
just naturally attend the event as it is at the
venue they are staying at, and there was a
disappointingly low attendance. The location
in central London was relatively highlypriced, which may also have put people off.
As it was a small group of us, with a strong
SoC Committee and BCS Council flavour,
squeezed into the Colosseo Restaurant (in
Victoria Street) for what was a fine meal. The
lack of space made the award presentations
awkward, to say the least.

Kempton Park Duathlon Map. part of a
series of maps, see page 20 for more...

Wallis Award

N

evertheless the Wallis Award was
presented by myself (as SoC Chair) to
Miles Irving of UCL, for his ‘Duathlon
Mapping’ The judges citation recorded that ‘the
maps had a strong visual coherence that linked
them together well showing a clear prupose
and a strong narrative, careful editing and
symbology made for a pleasing cartographic
design’.

Miles receiving his Wallis Award from Steve
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Celebrating!
By Steve Chilton
SoC Chair

Geomob event

A

dvertised as part of the UK Mapping
Festival, the #geomob event on the
evening of the 6th was, at least, a
little more forward thinking. It was held at
the geovation hub. It was free to attend and
that garnered nearly as many people as had
attended the BCS/SOC conference on the 4th.
Event space is given for free. Sponsors help buy
beer, nibbles and wine. The atmosphere is one
of mutual interest and genuinely, people had
a good time and, en masse, decamped to the
bar where conversations continued. But why...
WHY were only a handful (maybe 3 or 4) of
the people who had attended any of the day’s
events also at the #geomob event?
By Ken Field
The beauty of the geomob event is that it
is snappily delivered. After a few very brief
announcements there was a mix of speakers,
each presenting for ten to fifteen minutes and
then answering two or three questions. At
the end there was a vote by show of hands
for the best speaker. The winner receives a
SplashMap from one of the sponsors. After the
talks pretty much everyone headed to a nearby
pub for beers paid for by the event sponsors:

CARTO, Esri, Flock, KnowWhere Consulting,
OpenCage Data, and SplashMaps.
The best two speakers for me (self excepted)
were: Gary Gale, talking about Who’s on First
(and winning the Splashmap); and Charley
Glynn, of the Ordnance Survey, discussing
the OS Open Data Format Trial. Ken Field
was billed as presenting a ‘suitably irreverent
look at something cartographic’. It was in fact a
joint presso by he and I, offering our selection
of crap maps for the annual Gromit Award for

Gromit decision?
Poor Cartography. I will spare the winner by
not naming and shaming them here. Instead
here is Ken in full cheesy flow.

CheeseHenge
Gary Gale wins the SplashMap for best
speaker on the night

By Steve Chilton
SoC Chair
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A

Bellerby Globemakers

small group of cartographers took a timeout from the UK Mapping Festival for a
private visit to Bellerby Globemakers in Stoke Newington, organised by Ken Field.
The owner met us and gave a fascinating insight to his business and processes. We
were able to talk to his staff and observe their work in progress - gore laying and hand-tinting
in particular. The SoC has tried on more than one occasion to invite him to present at the SoC
conference but he is rather shy and has always ducked the offer. This made the event even more
of a priviledge to attend.
By Steve Chilton
SoC Chair

Bellerby’s Production floor
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The following is an explanation of the
Cheesemap that was tasted at geomob.

The United Kingdom
of Cheese on a Board

A

year ago I saw a lovely map entitled
‘Biscuits’. Made by friend and talented
cartographer Chris Wesson, it was a
quirky but really interesting way to look at ‘a
very British obsession’, to geo-locate classic
products and provide a little explanation. I

‘Biscuits’ by Chris Wesson
liked it. And, as tends to happen when I peruse
map galleries an idea popped into my mind.
Since I’ve lived in the US, whenever people
ask me what I miss about the UK my standard
retort has always been ‘cheese and electricity’
(actually, the real answer is my family and
friends but that seems boring and wouldn’t
get a laugh). Cheese, because, let’s be frank
... cheese in the US is utterly awful. Tasteless
plastic nonsense. And the electricity - at 120V
is half-powered. Almost impossible to toast a
piece of bread in anything under 10 minutes
and the only benefit being you really don’t need
to switch off the mains to do home repairs.
So, I love English cheese and although I’ve
seen occasional maps showing the location

of English cheese I wanted to do something
altogether more interesting. I decided to make
a large edible real-life map exhibit. A cheese
board of UK cheese. But let’s not stop there.
Let’s get a cheese board in the shape of the UK.
And let’s fill it with geo-located cheese.
I decided to give myself a year to plan the
project. It turned out this was a necessity. The
first problem was sourcing a cheese board in
the shape of the UK. They don’t exist despite
extensive searching. So, I decided to just make
one. I made the map in ArcGIS Pro using data
representing the ceremonial counties of the
UK. I was targeting it as an exhibit at the UK
Mapping Festival in September 2018, so the
map had to be the UK.
The original idea was to make a jigsaw out
of cheese on top of the map. Each county
represented by a piece of cheese that would
be cut into the shape of the county. As the
cheese is eaten, the map underneath emerges.
Except, despite there being over 770 different
UK cheeses the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem
and boundary lines stymied my idea. There
were some very large areas with little or no
cheese production (particularly in Scotland
and the East of England). Some cheeses, being
very soft, would not be easily cut to shape.
And the modern administrative map of the
UK contains all sorts of weird and wonderful
counties and Unitary Authorities. So, I went
with ceremonial counties. The jigsaw of real
cheese idea still wasn’t going to work as there
would have been over 136 tiny pieces of
cheese on the board and a hell of a lot of waste
considering most cheese is sold in a minimum
250g size.
The map was designed and I was originally
going to make it myself but it soon became
clear I didn’t have the correct tools. I found
Andrew Abbott, an experienced artisan
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The United Kingdom of Cheese on a Board
woodworker who had the required tools - a
CNC router and a laser engraver - and the
willingness to help me with my crazy idea.
Over a period of several months I worked
closely with him here in California to make
the cheese board. We discussed wood types
and settled on Maple. I iterated the design
and he gave me good advice on what would
and wouldn’t work. He glued laminate maple
blocks together and set to work. He worked
from SVG output from ArcGIS Pro to drive
the machinery and he finished the product

14
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by hand, and stained the Maple wood to a
beautiful finish. It’s a big board, a metre tall
and about 80cm wide at its widest.
There weren’t too many design decisions
because the map is really just administrative
boundaries and labels. But a couple of fun
dilemmas. What to do with the Isle of Man
for instance? It’s a self-governing Crown
dependency and not part of the UK, yet it
would be silly to leave it off the map. I was
going to get a hole cut in the board in its shape

but the potential for cheese to fall through the
hole was too much. In the end I just didn’t label
it. And what of boundaries in the Republic
of Ireland? Well - I chose to remove them as
the Republic is also not part of the UK and,
instead, used the space as a perfect place for
the title cartouche. I didn’t label it either.
And the biggie - at a time when debates were
raging about the position of Shetland and
Orkney in inset maps what the hell should I do?
They are too far removed from the mainland to
be cut in their real position. The wood would
not have held and it would have necessitated
a large expanse of nothing. Yeah, there’s some
very small local cheese producers on Shetland
but not enough to warrant a huge proportion
of Maple all for itself. So, I opted for an inset

and of different styles. There were also a small
set of around a dozen cheeses with European
Union ‘Protected Geographical Indication’ and
‘Protected Destination of Origin’ designations.
These were important and should be sourced.
Whittling down a list of over 700 cheeses and
sourcing the cheese became a challenge. I had
an initial list of around 60 and was aiming for
around 30-40 cheeses. And here’s my top tip
for anyone thinking of doing this ... phone
suppliers, work closely with them. Ensure
that they will have product and can ship it to
arrive on a particular day. Don’t get too wedded
to having a specific cheese as it may be only
available seasonally. I eventually settled on a
list of 30 cheeses, sourced from six different
suppliers that met the criteria, were available,
and would fill the board fairly well.
The cheese had to be delivered to my
brother’s house in Lincolnshire and he (and
my wonderful nieces) then drove the cheese
down to London ahead of the conference
event at which it was going to be displayed
and devoured. Keeping it cool and fresh was
paramount. My hotel room then began to get
a little whiffy for a day or so and the mini-bar
fridge was somewhat rammed with around
£400 worth of cheese. And how did the cheese
board get from California to London? That’ll
be British Airways allowing me an additional
bag as part of my frequent flyer status.

The Board close up
and the islands now occupy the coastal area off
eastern Scotland. A pragmatic decision but one
which was preferred to the only other viable
option - leaving them off the map altogether!
So, turning my attention to the cheese. The
criteria was simple ... fill the board, make the
cheese as geographically located as possible,
and get a good mix of the classics and the rare,

So, the United Kingdom on a Cheese Board was
then transported and set up at the geomob event
on Thursday 6th September at the Geovation
hub in Clerkenwell, London. Each piece of
cheese was topped with a small sign indicating
its origin and history. Unfortunately, 7 pieces
didn’t make it. They had been delivered to my
brother’s house simply too early and were no
longer in an edible state. We ended up with 24
cheeses all told and that turned out to be just
about right to fill the board. Around 50-60
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geogeeks and map nerds were in attendance
for the evening talks and the cheese board
was very much a star attraction. With wine
supplied by friend and colleague Ben Flanagan
(and thanks to Esri UK) we had a glorious
spread of cheese, biscuits and wine to wash
down the geotalks and a good evening was
had by all.
I had a lot of fun with this project, combining
my day job of map design using ArcGIS
with the ability to turn digital maps into a
physical product beyond a piece of paper by
collaborating with people with the right skills
and tools to put my thoughts into action. My
goal of creating a one-off edible map exhibit
was achieved and, so, the cheese board was
washed and packed ready for its return journey
to my kitchen in the US. Will it appear again?
Quite possibly. In the meantime, it’ll remain
empty because provolone, sharp cheddar and
pepperjack are simply not cheese.

Artistic License:
Designing Airfield
Masks Durng the
Cold War

Fooling the Russians?

I

Footnote ... I’d contracted a gastrointestinal
‘issue’ in Tanzania the week before and so
I didn’t actually get to try any of the cheese
myself. Very disappointing. And what’s that
you ask? My favourite cheese? Gotta be Stilton
from Cropwell Bishop or Colston Bassett in
my home county of Nottinghamshire. Perfect!
[Article edited slightly from Ken Field’s blog
http://cartonerd.blogspot.com/2018/09/theunited-kingdom-of-cheese-on-board.html]
by Ken Field

n the light of what we know about the
Soviet Union’s impressive global mapping
efforts these days, the Cold War efforts of
the topographic services of NATO countries
to hide military infrastructure, never very
effective in densely populated countries, seem
rather futile. Take airfields. I grew up near the
‘cradle’ of the Dutch air force, Soesterberg.
From roads near the perimeter you could
look down the two runways and a hill just
outside the fence provided a fine panorama of
half the airfield. There were always groups of
plane spotters who were not seriously deterred
by the signs ‘Photography Forbidden’ or the
occasional air force police patrols.
Nevertheless, our Ministry of Defence, of which
the topographic service was then part, felt that
the enemy could be misled by replacing airfields
(or similar conspicuous installations) with
fake landscapes on unclassified maps, a trick
for which Belgium’s National Geographical
Institute used the elegant term ‘masking’. All
constructions (hangars, runways, etc.) within
the airfield perimeter were deleted and the
cartographer was given a more or less free
hand in designing a mask for the area, drawing
inspiration from the airfield’s surroundings.
The Dutch maps on the Topotijdreis website*
(http://www.topotijdreis.nl/) show that the art
of mask making was not learned overnight: in
spite of the artistic licence given, a common
approach was initially to fill the empty space
with one large meadow (lacking the ditches that
are essential in the Low Countries) and odd
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road patterns. Different revision dates led to a
camouflage blooper in the case of Leeuwarden
airfield, which straddles two map sheets. In the
late 1950s the eastern edge of one showed one
of those conspicuously large meadows with
odd roads while the western edge of the other
sprouted two bits of runway, with the helpful
explanation ‘Luchtvaart terrein’ (aerodrome)
underneath. A similar thing happened with
Beek airfield. So much for fooling the Russians.
Later, a commission was formed to provide
guidance to the process and by the 1970s
the cartographers had become quite adept

at applying the old camouflage principle of
breaking up shapes. Airfield landscapes now
looked more or less natural, though results
remained uneven. In some cases, the process
of land consolidation on nearby farms, which
resulted in much larger fields around the
perimeters, helped to make the masks sit well.
From the early 1980s onwards, depending on
the sheet revision date, the Dutch topographic
map began to show military airfields in full;
with satellite photography, there was little
point in continuing the masquerade. And
soon the Warsaw Pact would be history as well.

Deelen 01 (Source: CC-BY Kadaster 2018)
The heath in 1940, with the rifle range (‘Schietbanen’) along the road running north-south.
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Deelen’s many masks

D

eelen airfield near Arnhem provides
interesting examples of the work of
mask makers. Before World War II
the Kemper heath, part of a region of heath,
sand, pine forest and marginal farming called
the Veluwe, served as an emergency landing
ground and army rifle range. The German
occupying forces turned the area into a major
Luftwaffe base. After the war Deelen was a
Dutch air force base.

A very risky survey was undertaken in March
1944, when the Dutch resistance sketched the
German airfield with runway approaches and
landing lights positions on a pre-war map. The
Soviets never had to put lives at stake for this
type of information.
The pre-war maps weren’t revised until the
1950s. In 1951, a surprisingly large area of
meadow and cropland, with a strange road
pattern, appears on the sandy soil. The whole
area is surrounded by a fence.

Deelen 02 (Source: Netherlands Institute for
Military History)

Deelen 04 (Source: CC-BY Kadaster 2018)

Deelen 03 (Source: CC-BY Kadaster 2018)

Deelen 05 (Source: CC-BY Kadaster 2018)
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In 1958, the roads disappear and there is some
shuffling around of meadow and cropland. The
effect is still not very convincing.

meadow and strips of woodland have appeared.
When you zoom out, the area hardly looks out
of place any longer.

1965: The meadow has reverted to heath,
cropland has expanded. The fence along the
north-south road has been removed, merging
the area with that of a rifle range (to sow
confusion?).

The mask is dropped in 1989. It did incorporate
some existing landscape features at the N and
S ends of the airfield. Would these have helped
to confuse the enemy?

On the 1976 map the landscape has become
more varied. Part of the cropland is now under

T

Deelen 06 (Source: CC-BY Kadaster 2018)

No NATO norm
o find out whether there was some sort
of NATO norm I contacted the Belgian,
British and Norwegian topographic
services. The Norwegians never bothered
to mask military installations the size of an
airfield, and concentrated their efforts on
smaller objects - Norway’s wild landscape
must have been helpful. Belgium stopped
hiding runways in the 1970s but deleted
hangars and the like. The Ordnance Survey
was ‘requested… to omit certain locations’
by Whitehall. The area was simply to be left
blank, although a quick check shows that
practice may have varied. Six-inch to the mile
maps from the 1950s and early 1960s show,
for example, RAF Kinloss and Lossiemouth
in outline (again with the helpful indication
‘aerodrome’) while St. Athan and Coltishall
are perfectly disguised. Could this be World
War II camouflage retained in a revision? More
research would be needed, to conclude with an
academic cliché.
Acknowledgments

Deelen 07 (Source: CC-BY Kadaster 2018)

Many thanks to Lesley Flood (Ordnance Survey,
UK), Bjørn Geirr Harsson (Kartverket, Norway),
Hubert Lardinois (Institut Géographique National/
Nationaal Geografisch Instituut, Belgium)
and Frank Mulder (Kadaster Geo-Informatie,
Netherlands).
*A service provided by Kadaster, the Netherlands’
Cadastre, Land Registry and Mapping Agency.

Paul Hesp
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Duathlon Mapping

Some background to
the 2018 Wallis Award
winning entry

L

ike many men in their mid 30’s looking
to get in better shape and stave off old
age, I found another love away from
maps, it was triathlon and I began doing sprint
triathlons at a local club based in the Hampton
area of London, eventually I began to get more
involved in the club and ended designing some
maps for a range of events that the club was
organising. The maps were used in competitor
handbooks in various formats, aimed solely for
them, so they could quickly and clearly identify
the routes that they had to take to complete
the race. The Maps shown are a sample taken
from the handbooks for a Duathlon, a Junior
Aquathlon Run, and a Triathlon Bike and Run.
The Maps were produced in a rather basic way
in Adobe Illustrator, using OpenStreetMap
as simple base and Google Earth for the tree
locations. Each junction and section of the
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course was inspected and measured by hand
to ensure it was depicted sensibly and that the
distances were indeed accurate for the race.
Each map had many different variations as it
used for different length races at the same time
(depending on the age of competitor (from 7
to 99 years old).
The challenge with the maps was to make an
attractive looking map that was so simple
to follow for even the youngest of the junior
competitors so that they were not in any doubt
as to where to go, hopefully I have achieved that
goal. Much standard map info was omitted like
the scale bar, as all the distances are described
on the map using markers or lap notations,
only key points relevant to the race are shown,
such as water stations or registration, the
trees and water just add a bit of context so
you get a feel of what the route might be like.

MILES IRVING
UCL & milesmap.co.uk
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Society Twitter
by Jen Thornton

James Cheshire (@spatialanalysis) London’s traffic in 1911. Red is trade, pink is passenger
vehicles. Total for Old Kent Road (to the southeast) was 12k vehicles between 8am and 8pm:
2,000 cycles, 1,200 electric trams, 400 barrows, 200 “passenger motor carriages” ...most of the
rest was horse drawn... https://twitter.com/spatialanalysis/status/1054749700132401152

Craig Taylor (@CraigTaylorGIS) I’ve been
meaning to write a blog on all the ‘Coral City’
concept visualisations I’ve produced this year
in our @itoworld Design Lab, including our @
infobeautyaward entry. So here is it... #dataviz
#design #maps https://towardsdatascience.
com/coral-cities-an-ito-design-lab-conceptc01a3f4a2722
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Ben Hennig (@geoviews) A Tolkien-style cartographic view of Iceland by the ever so
great @DanBell__ of https://www.middleearthsmaps.com #maps #cartography #iceland
#ísland @The_Tolkienist
Katherine Stansfeld (@Katsta_)
Cartography after my own heart: trees
in London, mapped. Shame #Hackney
weren’t able to provide data https://maps.
london.gov.uk/trees/

MapScaping (@Mapscaping) This is really
clever. This website let’s you move countries
around and see how the Mercator projection
distorts their shape. https://thetruesize.com
#map #cartography #mapping #geography
#Mercator #worldmap
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In the News
some interesting news stories from the
internet sent in by members
Shetland Box Ban
New rules barring public bodies from putting
Shetland in a box on official documents have
come into force. – BBC News

A 500-year-old map used by
Columbus reveals its secrets
Newly uncovered text opens a time capsule
of one of history’s most influential maps.
– National Geographic https://www.
nationalgeographic.com/culture/2018/10/
columbus-map-discovery-secrets-new-world

Map of every building in
america
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotlandscotland-politics-45733111
Footnote: SoC Chair Steve Chilton was
invited to appear on Talk Radio to discuss the
flaws in this ‘law’.

Made up Places
Made up places and costly mistakes: a history
of unfortunate maps – in pictures
For all their inaccuracies, falsifications
and fantasies, these cartographic antiques
tell us a great deal about their times – The
Guardian https://www.theguardian.com/books/
gallery/2018/oct/10/made-up-places-and-costlymistakes-a-history-of-unfortunate-maps-inpictures
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Most of the time, The New York Times asks you
to read something. Today we are inviting you,
simply, to look. On this page you will find maps
showing almost every building in the United
States. – The New York Times https://www.
nytimes.com/interactive/2018/10/12/us/map-ofevery-building-in-the-united-states.html
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Wizards, Moomins and pirates:

Life of an OS surveyor

From Moominland to the Marauder’s Map,
writers Robert Macfarlane, Frances Hardinge
and Harry Potter cartographer Miraphora
Mina unfold their favourite maps – The
Guardian https://www.theguardian.com/
books/2018/sep/22/wizards-moomins-and-goldthe-magic-and-mysteries-of-maps

‘Continuing our series to introduce you to
the hard-working individuals within OS and
showcase the wide variety of work we do,
meet Dave Tucker. Dave has been with us
for a long time but has always worked out in
the field. Here, he gives us an insight on his
role in mapping Great Britain…’ https://www.
ordnancesurvey.co.uk/blog/2018/10/meet-theteam-dave-tucker

the magic and mystery of literary maps

Story maps from Esri
Maps, Minds, and Stories: The first in a
series of reflections on the power of maps
and storytelling. https://storymaps.esri.com/
stories/2018/maps-minds-stories-1/index.html

In the news by

by Jen Thornton
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AGM

Society Notices

The motion at the SoC AGM on Wednesday
5th September, was passed by a majority vote
(48 for, 0 against, 4 abstentions).
This means that the SoC will continue to operate
for this year, and will be dissolved at the end
of 2019.
The committee will continue working on your
behalf, and will put a plan in place to achieve as
smooth a change as possible. This will include
keeping up our commitments for one year,
such as producing this year’s and next year’s
Bulletins, running carto-soc and holding one
more SoC conference event (with its AGM). Your
subs will cover you for this coming year but will
not need renewing after that.
The Full minutes of the AGM are available
on the SoC website at
www.soc.org.uk/members-area (login required)
Miles Irving
Hon. Sec.

Online Membership
payments using PayPal
It is now even easier to join the society or
renew your membership by using PayPal
within the online payments system at
soc.org.uk/membership.
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‘Cartography - A Reader’
Support your Society. Order your copy today:
soc.org.uk/cartography-a-reader

Your Membership Details
All Members are requested to please
inform Membership Secretary Ian Truckell
(membership@soc.org.uk) on a regular basis of
any changes to your personal contact details
or e-mail addresses.
If you change your e-mail, please also
remember to Unsubscribe your old e-mail
from Carto-SoC before Subscribing with your
new one at:
soc.org.uk/carto-soc

Future Summer
School Conference
Venues
to be held in 2019 and onwards
Would you like to host a Summer
School Conference?
If so, please contact Steve Chilton
Email: chair@soc.org.uk

Rosie Duncan

I

(1954 - 2018)

t is with great sadness that I write this following the passing
of Rosie Duncan, a long-standing friend to members of
the Society of Cartographers (SoC). Rosie died peacefully
on 26 November 2018 after a brave fight with advanced
melanoma, a few days short of her birthday and retirement.
Rosie first entered her career in cartography and DTP after
completing a Diploma in Cartography at Oxford Polytechnic in
1975. Rosie worked as a freelance cartographer, a cartographer
at the University of Sheffield and spent most of her career as a cartographer and teaching CAD at
Staffordshire University. While at Staffordshire University Rosie also completed a Postgraduate Diploma
in Computer Aided Design (CAD).
Rosie was an active member of the Society of Cartographers for over 25 years. Her first post was
as a Review Editor for the SoC Bulletin, she joined the SoC Committee and was Newsletter Editor
from 2007 to 2015. Rosie was also an active contributor to the CartoSoC cartography listserver and
organised two very successful SoC Annual Summer Schools at Keele University in 2006 (jointly with
Andy Lawrence) and at Staffordshire University in 2013. Rosie always enjoyed the Summer School
Annual Dinner/Ceilidh and would often be seen organising and instructing the dancers how to Strip
the Willow or dance an Eightsome Reel - Rosie knew all the moves. It was as a first class Newsletter
Editor that most SoC members will remember Rosie - her Cartographic Rambling section, always
behind a camera at events, cajoling participants to act as reporters for Summer School sessions and
workshops. The post Summer School Newsletter was always eagerly awaited by members. Even after
stepping down in 2015 she assisted as a Newsletter Reporter. Rosie was also active in mapping outside
the SoC in her local area producing Neighbourhood Plans and a series of Geotrails for Staffordshire.
Rosie won the BCS Stanfords Award for her geological map/guide to a local area of Staffordshire.
Rosie very bravely informed a number of SoC members of her plight and kept in touch with several of us
through her struggle. In her letters she acknowledged her lovely family and caring friends who supported
her through her challenging times. Always positive, Rosie was looking forward and had plans to do arty
maps of her village, walking, gardening, and continuing her volunteering work.
A number of SoC members have send me their condolences for her husband Alistair, son Alex and
daughter Cassie. Our members remember Rosie as smiling; brightening up our meetings; lovely person;
quietly determined and organised; a lovely lady, always willing to help and contribute; welcoming and
helpful; nice to chat with; a rock on committee, always with sound advice and a voice of reason in any
situation; her wide-ranging interests and talents; and her caring nature. Rosie was a good and well-liked
friend to many in the Society of Cartographers; she will be sadly missed.
by Mike Shand

PS: Thanks to Claire Ivison a long-standing friend of Rosie’s for assisting with the obituary and
proofreading it with her famous ‘red pen’, a task she undertook for many years for the Newsletter Rosie would have approved.
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Editor’s Note

Miles Irving
Newsletter Editor

I

I hope you enjoyed this edition and, as
always, comments are most welcome. So,
please send all newsletter related comments
and future contribution ideas to the following
email address: newsletter@soc.org.uk

Our Next conference is still to be confirmed,
but keep an eye out for announcements very
soon.

I must say a big thank you to all the reporters
for taking the time to create their reports and
everyone who helped with the content.

printed copy

This Newsletter was edited and compiled by
Rosie Duncan from 2007 till 2015 and it is with
great sadness from everyone involved that she
passed away on the 26th of November 2018,
she spearheaded the modern version of our
newsletter and I will miss her smile, patience
and tenacity.

£1

if you would like a printed paper
copy of the newsletter, please
contact Miles Irving
Email: info@soc.org.uk

please get in touch with us using any of the following:
Website - www.soc.org.uk
Email - info@soc.org.uk
Twitter - @cartosoc
FB - facebook.com/SocietyofCartographers
LinkedIn - linkedin.com/groups/Society-Cartographers-3089975
CartoSoC mailing list - www.soc.org.uk/cartosoc.htm
Society of Cartographers (SoC) | Charity registered in England and Wales
(No 326285) | Company limited by guarantee (No 05940023)
Registered Office: Society of Cartographers,
c/o UCL Department of Geography, University College London,
Gower Street, London, WC1E 6BT, UK
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